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Studies: In Memoriam (Harvey Darrel Taylor, 1917-1963)

jn
in memoriam
HARVEY DARREL TAYLOR

1917 1963
19171963

in recognition of his devoted service as editorial board
member of brigham young university studies this issue is
gratefully dedicated to harvey darrel taylor who lost his life
as an explorer leader of the pleasant view ward of provo
utah in a tragic accident between escalante utah and hole
in the rock june 10 1963
dr taylor became a teacher of spanish at brigham young
university in 198
1948 and served as chairman of the department
of languages from 1959 to the time of his death he was a
remarkable teacher and scholar loved and respected by both
students and colleagues
the gospel of jesus christ was the foundation of his life
in addition to his academic career he served over five years as
bishop in student wards at BYU his commitment to a calling
was never partial each activity received the full force of his
creative intelligence As a teacher he was also a bishop and as a
bishop he was also a teacher he did not nor could he separate
truth from truth nor virtue from virtue he saw the arts as manifest support for testimony and testimony as manifest support
for the arts his aim was to synthesize experience into meaning his life was outstanding as a life of service each distinction and attainment only increasing his ability to serve
son of the distinguished educator and administrator dr
harvey L taylor and lucelle rhees taylor he is also survived
by his wonderful wife barbara brossard taylor and by his five
children james harvey susan stephen margaret and daniel
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